SUICIDE IS NOT A SOLUTION
(ARTICLE OF MONTH)

Many people experience thoughts
of suicide at some point in their
lives. But what is important to
remember is even if you are
having suicidal thoughts, know
that you’re not alone. You should
also know that feeling suicidal
isn’t a character flaw, and it
doesn’t mean you’re crazy or
weak. It only signifies that you’re
experiencing more pain or
sadness than you can cope with
right now.
Right now, you might feel like
your unhappiness, sorrow and
pain will never end. But it’s
important to realize that this
phase will pass with little selfeffort and help, you can overcome
suicidal feelings.
We should not forget that even
though our issues are temporary
but suicide is a permanent step.
This life is a gift to you and taking
away is not your right nor it is a
solution to any problem. Sit back.
Relax. Breath in the moment. Give
yourself some time and let the
circumstances change. Pain will
also subside. There are many tips
and tricks that we can use to avoid
suicidal thoughts.

1. TAKE MEDICATIONS AS DIRECTED
Some anti-depressant medications can
increase the risk of having suicidal
thoughts, especially when you first start
taking them. You should never stop
taking your medications or change your
dosage unless your doctor tells you to
do so as it makes your condition worse.
2. AVOID ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
It may be tempting to turn to illegal
drugs or alcohol during challenging
times. However, doing so can make
suicidal thoughts worse. It’s critical to
avoid these substances when you’re
feeling hopeless or thinking about
suicide.
3. STAY HOPEFUL
No matter how bad your situation may
seem, know that there are ways of
dealing with the issues you face. Many
people have experienced suicidal
thoughts and survived, only to be very
thankful later.
4. TALK TO SOMEONE
You should never try to manage suicidal
feelings on your own. Professional help
and support from loved ones can make
it easier to overcome any challenges
that are causing suicidal thoughts.
5. PAY ATTENTION
Work with your doctor or therapist to
learn about the possible triggers for your
suicidal thoughts. This will help you
recognize the signs of danger early and
decide what steps to take ahead of time.
It’s also helpful to tell family members
and friends about the warning signs so
they know when you may need help
-

SIYA CHAUDHARY

Lost Buddies
Walked into a dusty room,
looked around with squinty eyes,
saw Ali still standing in the ring,
a long time ago, I said my byes.
“On your left” called the Barbie;
choosing one was still a hard choice.
Walked further into my memories,
saw a bright day of a happy child,
running across the room,
with the colours of dream, my hand felt so
white.
The butterfly brooch still shone its way,
searched for my ship, asking myself,
“Is it still standing at its bay?”
Stumbled across Thomas and friends who used to slay,
memories slipped out of my hands like clay.
Teddy and his bow, still smiling the same,
“Look at the painting on the wall!”
I said, with fame.
A tear left my eye, regretting why I said bye,
a layer of love and dust came upon me,
locked out the simple time, threw away the key.
Shed some tears, came alive some bears,
smiled everyone at me, and called all;
“we all were here, weren’t we?”
The dust came down, the love was gone,
“It was a fun ride.” My heart called.

- Srija Bhalerao
JDMC, Delhi University

MY INNER BOY

- KANIKA SHARMA
STUDENT
FACULTY OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

“IF”
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too:
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being rated don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good,
Nor talk too wise;
If you can dream- and not make dreams your
master;
If you can think- and not make thoughts your aim,
If you can meet with Triumph and disasters
And treat those two impostors just the same:
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for foods,
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build’em up without tools;
If you can make our heap of all your winnings.
And risk it on turn of pitch and toss,
And loss, and start again at your beginnings,
And never breathe a word about your loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinewTo serve your turn long after
they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the will which says to them “Hold on!”
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings- nor lose the common touch,
If neither for nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much:
If you can fill the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And- which is more-you!!
-TANU SHOKEEN
Be a Man, my Son
STUDENT, FACULTY OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

Barefoot
WALK OUT LOUD
She used to be full of creativity and passion
But lost her touch somewhere in oppression.
Disregarding her free spirit,
Made her a part of monotonous relay.
Wanting to run barefoot once in her life,
trusted them without any delay.
“You should be the perfect girl,
Please tie up your shoe.”
“It’s not that bad, just give in,
the beard is not even that blue.”
At midnight, when no soul can be heard,
She visits the place where her pain lies.
Surrounded by the comfort of moonlight,
Mourning her freedom, her heart cries.
It’s not easy, for she is still tangled
in the throes of lies and excuses.
Needing to be unraveled,
Woven again with courage and truth.
The courage to put the doubts aside,
The truth of what her heart desires.
One day laces will be undone,
And shoes thrown far away.
In the garden of her individuality,
Barefooted, she will play.

I haunt my dreams,
Shinning like a ghost.
I step up to myself,
asking for a boast.
“It’s just forever now!”
As I fight myself alone
“Are you ready for it?”
With lights down low.
These games in the middle of the
nights,
Eyes searching for a ransom.
I shudder under a torch,
as light as an Island breeze
I shut my eyes hard
and a light follows my path.
I squeeze myself to part,
Just to escape my wrath

- Simran
Student

- Srija Bhalerao
JDMC, Delhi University

-KANIKA SHARMA
STUDENT, FACULTY OF BEHAVIORAL SCINECE

#BLACKLIVESMATTERS WHILE RAISING
HYPOCRACY LEVELS?
We talk about all lives matter and especially
nowadays black life matters is a trending
hashtag as our social media stories. I want to ask
each and every one of you this question, do we
really care about people?
The answer is a big NO! because we are hypocrites. We share a lot of stuff but
when it comes to reality, we do the exact opposite. We say colour complexion
doesn't matter but whenever we see a dusky toned person, we taunt them.
We see Africans nearby and we start labelling them as “hapsi” and what not.
God made them dusky or dark complexion which is not their fault in fact for
them it is a divine gift but as I said we are big hypocrites. Despite of just saying
and putting stories all over the social media we should start respecting every
individual regardless of their colour/race.
Let us not talk of other Nations for which we are using #blacklifematters, we in
our own Country, state, colony and everywhere criticize people on their cast,
colour, body shape, looks etc. We call our own North Eastern people by
dreadful names like momos, Chinese, chinki etc. So, I plead everyone that stop
being hypocrites and start being empathetic towards people and make this
world a better place to live where people can live with their IMPERFECTIONS
peacefully and without any fear.

- Akansha Jain
Student
Faculty of Behavioural Science

“Race of Life”
At times
You may be insane
Just because you wanna hide your pain
You may be low
Because you can't let it all go
You may be in hurry
Just because you are in worry
You may be just running in the race
Just to match that pace
You may take too long
Just to be strong
THAT'S LIFE!!!
-MANSI GUPTA
STUDENT, FACULTY OF BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE

“Two Sides”
You call it Change,
And they call it strange
You say that it's life,
And they say that they are try’na survive
You think it's just a process,
And they think it's just a mess
You like to create,
And they like to be afraid
You believe you are feeling new,
And they believe that they are screwed
You try to hold on to the positives,
And they just hold on to the negatives
Well it's just a view,
Either be "they" or be "you".!!

-MANSI GUPTA
STUDENT, FACULTY OF
BEHAVIORAL SCINCE

The Boy Among the Gods
They say there was a young lad. Aboy among the Mighty Gods. They say he was he was ‘kind’ and not
merciless like Gods are supposed to be. They say he had powers unknown, they say he could make
the blinds see; the deaf listen and even tame seas with his words. Whenever he would open his
mouth to say something, people would stop whatever they were doing and listen. He could thaw a
frozen heart.
“Kindness is often mistaken for softness,
and let me tell you friends…this is a
mistake you don’t want tomake.
Kind people are not born that way, they do
not stumble into it, kind people are forged
in fire and darkness and imploding stars;
they have steel cores, throw a punch and
you are going to break your hand.”

“Kind people are kind because
they knowfirsthand, life isn’t”
They say the God’s envied him. They say he
was put to sleep cold blooded. They say he
was left among us. They say if we look
closely enough, we could find him.

In every jester trying to make us smile
unconditionally, in the stranger who pays and
prays for your health, in every guy who loses
to let another win once a while, in every lady
who puts an extra nugget in your set. They
say you could find him laughing during the
day, they say you would never see himcrying.
They say he cries at the night.
They say he had guts, even as a young boy to
stand against the Gods. They say he stood his
ground firmly. They say he put up quite a fight
and didn’t touch a weapon. They say the
angels cried that day.
They say he didn’t flinch. They say Zeus did.

~THEBOY AMONGTHEGODSWHOMADEZEUSFLINCHANDTHINKTWICE.
- SHUBHAM PRASAD
STUDENT, FACULTY OF BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE

I WALKED.
Lucid dreams, nebulous thoughts
I walked
Down the street
Mind was of dreadnought
Holding maim heart
I walked
Over emotional gleam
Over the shoulder
People I saw
Laughing on my misery;
Unfortunately, dubiouslythey were my keeps
Bones went weak
Slits shedding
Soul was leaving me
Still I walked
But soonFell on my knees
Blood and gore
Why life shattered me?
Then he came
Dressed in angelic sweep
Divine!
Held my hand
Smiled and said, “Honey, you are free from the
bleat”
Life got meaning
Heart mend
As I walked
with a huge beam.

Should marijuana be legalised in India?

WEED OUT THE TABOO
(Marijuana—also called weed, herb, pot, grass, bud, ganja, Mary Jane, and a
vast number of other slang terms—is a greenish-gray mixture of the
dried flowers of Cannabis sativa.)
Before half of you state your answers or say “HAWWW! What
kind of चरसी (charsi; meaning: smoker or someone who regularly
consumes addictive drug.) writer is this?” let me ask you, If
Government can allow sale of Tabaco and Alcohol overlooking
all the “Injurious health disclaimers” then why not marijuana?
We all know that Marijuana has potential properties to heal and
prevent many psychological and physiological diseases. In the Indian
context, marijuana is mostly considered as being of recreational use, but it is
not just that. Recreational use is probably true for not more than 5%; for the
rest, it has medicinal purposes. The cannabis plant has tremendous amount of
medicinal value and its potential for industrial usage can hardly be overstated.
We should ideally focus on marijuana’s medicinal use as it is known to help
people with eye ailments, cancer, and joint pain. It does not cure cancer but it
reportedly stops cancer from spreading. Apart from that it has proven benefits
in psychological field the endocannabinoid compounds in marijuana can help
in stabilising moods which can ease depression. It is also known to calm users
down, control their mood and can help children with autism that experience
frequent violent mood swings control it. Research conducted on CBD has
shown that it can help control seizures. Individuals with ADHD and ADD have
trouble focusing on tasks at hand. They tend to have problems with cognitive
performance and concentration in that case, Cannabis has shown promise in
promoting focus and helping individuals with ADHD/ADD. It is also considered
a safer alternative to Adderall and Ritalin. While Cannabis is commonly known
to cause anxiety, there is a way around that. Taken in monitored dosage and in
the proper way, cannabis can help alleviate anxiety and calm users down.
Alzheimer’s disease is one of many that is caused by cognitive degeneration. As
we age, cognitive degeneration is almost unavoidable. Cannabis’s
endocannabinoid contains anti-inflammatories that fight the brain
inflammation that leads to Alzheimer’s disease. It is affected in many more
health issues like PTSD symptoms, provide relief to individuals with multiple

sclerosis, reduces side effects linked to hepatitis C and increase the
effectiveness of treatment, treats inflammatory bowel diseases, helps with
tremors associated with Parkinson’s disease and most importantly cannabis is
much safer than alcohol. While it may not be 100% risk-free, it can be a
smarter way to curb alcoholism by substituting it with cannabis and saving
health and economy of many families.
Honestly no one should be using any intoxicant or drugs at all. But I just want
that society scrap out this fear that marijuana is gateway drug. In fact, it is not
an intoxication that is habit-forming or addictive, people can easily quit it
anytime.
So, this banning of marijuana, I think, has been a sweeping action depriving
people of the good things it has to offer. Laws should be made to suit people
so that they do not break the law to maintain their lifestyle. Laws should
weave around an existing lifestyle, not obstruct it. Or else laws will be broken.
IT IS ACTUALLY TIME TO MAKE GANJA LEGAL!!!
This is my opinion.

- DESH KA JAWAAN NAGRIK.

DEPRESSION…IT WILL BE ALRIGHT
Depression, a mental health disorder characterized by persistently depressed
mood or loss of interest in activities causing significant impairment in daily life.
People often tend to hide their emotions and keep a lot to themselves. You
know why?? It is because they find it difficult to find someone who ready to
understand. Mental pain is less dramatic than physical pain, but it is more
common and harder to bear. Person suffering from depression is fighting with
his own thinking. Each breath he or she takes is a war and the thought of
winning this battle is far away. It’s important to take your mental health
seriously and accept that where you are right now is not where you will be
always.
The key to self-treatment is to be open, accepting and loving towards yourself
and what you’re going through. Suppressing your feelings and emotions should
not be considered as an option. If you are having low day, feel okay with it. Let
yourself feel the emotions- but don’t stay there and try to express them. You
can write everything you are feeling or you can maintain a thought record. Just
try to understand that today is not indicative of tomorrow.
If you are having irrational thoughts always try to do opposite of what the
“depression voice” suggests, use logic as weapon and fight bravely. Set your
goals and reward your efforts. This can help you for sure but remember one
thing, there is a great Hindi saying ‘yeh waqt bhi guzar jaega,’ meaning this
time will also pass away and after every dark night there is a new day waiting
for you. I have seen many people getting into depression due to their
breakups, but I want you to just think once that if it was the right match for
you, he/she would not leave you in this condition. Gear up, pull yourself back
on feet because right one is definitely waiting for you somewhere.
Many people having financial issues often end up getting caught by depression.
Do you really think so that your crying, worrying and disengagement can make
everything normal? The truthful answer is NO! so, try your best and make
things work. Things don’t work unless you force them to be in right place.
These are only two reasons of depression there can be many more. Whatever
it is just don’t let yourself loose and fight with the situation bravely. Nothing in
this world is more important than your mental health.
Let’s fight depression and avoid suppression.
-

RIYA SETH
STUDENT

THE CONCEPT OF SELF-LOVE BY BTS
BTS was invited to the United Nations in September 2018. It was
commendable how RM’s speech
struck everyone’s hearts.
Kim Nam-joon also known by his
stage name RM.
In his speech in UN assembly he
mentioned that there was a lyric in
one of their early albums that goes,
“My heart stopped when I was
maybe nine or ten.” He gave context to that lyric, explaining that this was
the turning point where he started being conscious of what other people
thought of him. “I stopped looking up at the stars at night. I stopped
daydreaming. I tried to jam myself into moulds that other people
made.” It got to the point where his own voice was drowned out by the
voices of others. He wondered who he was — it was at this stage he had
lost his own name and his own identity.
The bandleader commented that despite our aim for perfection, it is
human for us to keep stumbling and falling in this life. He talked about
being a normal 24-year-old beneath his Idol self: “Like most people, I
made many mistakes in my life.” However, the downs we go through in
our lives is not the end of the world. He talked about his own journey to
love the person that he is, saying, “I have many faults and I have many
fears, but I am going to embrace myself as hard as I can, and I’m
starting to love myself, little by little.”
BTS had launched the “Love Myself” campaign with UNICEF, based on
their belief that true love first begins first with loving themselves. But
what comes after learning to love who you are? The bandleader pleads to
the public to speak themselves unhesitatingly, unapologetically,

unflinchingly be who they are as he said “Find your name, and find your
voice by speaking yourself.”
RM has always been inclusive of people from
different backgrounds, beliefs, and identities.
He celebrated uniqueness and individuality,
and his stance was clear throughout his
speech. He concluded with the following: “I
would like to ask all of you. What is your
name? What excites you and makes your
heart beat? Tell me your story. I want to hear your voice, and I want to
hear your conviction. No matter who you are, where you’re from, your
skin colour, gender identity: speak yourself.”
It was really amazing to witness how outspoken he was about the period
of time he too felt confused and lost. He also reminded the viewers that it
is normal to feel this way every now and then throughout our lives. He
told that even found himself being stuck in this recent season of my life:
questioning his career, his motivations, and why am he doing all this.
Hearing such a big people figure talking about self-love and hardship of
life will not make my journey of life less blur without any pitfalls but
genuinely comforted me and everyone that life will eventually make its
way out of all this mess eventually and beautifully.
Self-love is also a process of growth that we eventually figure,
understand what is right and wrong, and ultimately achieve the kind of
life we dream of.
“They may think you’re too young or
you’re too naive. But eventually, fools
change the world. I believe that. So let’s
believe in ourselves more,” said RM and
I quoted.
- RANVEER CHAUDHARY
STUDENT
APEEJAY SAKET

“KEEPIN’ UP WITH POSITIVITY”
NEWS

COVID-19 PATIENTS
HOME RECOVERYCOUNSELLING, CARE
AND MEDICINES
Sep 28, 2020

GURUGRAM: With most of
the city’s COVID-19 patients
in home isolation, the health
department and many
private hospitals are trying
to ensure that their
conditions do not turn
critical by providing all sort
of medicinal, psychological
and immunity boosters.

GURUGRAM GIRL
RECIEVES INAGURAL
MALAWI eHEALTH
RESEARCH
SCHOLARSHIP
Sep 15, 2020

TECHNOLOGY
UPRAGDED BY
TEACHERS TO CONTROL
ONLINE BULLYING
Sep 11, 2020

As online teaching continues
in this critical period, serious
cases of students bullying
teachers emerged in last few
months. To curb this issue
down schools and many
institutes had adopted
measures by advancing the
technology and making
parents responsible for
student’s behaviour.

Shivika Marwaha, national
level athlete and a grade 7
pianist received scholarship
to her research at Type II
Diabetes Mellitus in Malawi,
Africa. collect primary
research data, conduct
awareness workshops and
risk assessment survey.

-SIYA CHAUDHARY
STUDENT, FACULTY OF BEHVIORAL
SCIENCE

